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16th Annual Mental Health Interpreter 

Training Institute Dates Set 

July 30—August 3, 2018 
 

Steve Hamerdinger, Director of the Office of Deaf Services and Dr. Lance Tatum, Vice 

Chancellor of Troy University are pleased to announce that the dates for the 2018 

MHIT Institute have been set.  The Institute will run July 30—August 3, 2018.   

The training will be at Troy University at Montgomery Campus, as it has been for the 

past several years.  ADARA will continue as a co-sponsor this year.  

The faculty for the 40+ hour core track will consist of familiar speakers such as Robyn 

Dean, Bob Pollard, Steve Hamerdinger, Charlene Crump, Roger Williams, Kent Schafer, 

and others.  New to the core this year will be Amanda Somdal, who brings a history of 

presentation experience, including the MHIT alumni track and the annual Deafness 

and Clinical Training Series. 

Applications forms for the core classes are available on the MHIT website.  If you are 

interested in applying, you are encouraged to do so promptly.   

Alumni session information will be available after January.  This tract, open to all  

previous attendees of the Institute, is ideal for mental health interpreters to sharpen 

their skills, pick up continuing education credit, and network with experience mental 

health interpreters from around the nation.    

Student worker applications will be available in February.  Interested candidates need 

to carefully review the requirements for these extremely limited positions.  It is im-

portant to note that candidates must be full-time students in an interpreter training 

program and must have faculty recommendation to participate.  

The Mental Health Interpreter Training (MHIT) project was established in Alabama in 

2003 to help interpreters understand work as it applies to the  world of mental health, 

to examine the complexities involved in decision-making, as well as to establish a 

benchmark of competencies for individuals working as interpreters in mental 

health.  Each year has shown increasing interest as evidenced by the host of applica-

tions received.  The training continues to fill up and has a significant waiting list.  This 

year several individuals have already elected to put in applications, even before the 

date has been |announced.  Many others have already inquired, seeking to hold the 

dates on their calendars and their place in the upcoming training.  We are excited to 

see the enthusiasm, not just for our training, but for the field of mental health interpret-

ing at large. 

Each year challenges our team  to  not “rest on their laurels” and to bring new, more  

in-depth, or more challenging information to the participants. MHIT earns high  

accolades from participants because everyone involved is dedicated to making the 

Institute tge best training available anywhere.  This year is no exception.   

Further details will be forthcoming in the weeks ahead.  Be sure to check 

mhit.org/2018-institute.html regularly for the latest news.      

mailto:steve.hamerdinger@mh.alabama.gov
mhit.org/2018-institute.html
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Miranda Nichols, M.A, is the 

new Region V Therapist for 

the Office of Deaf Services. 

She completed her  

internship with ODS in May 

2017 and after doing  

contract work she started 

her new full-time position in 

October 2017. She is 

thrilled to officially be part 

of such an amazing team 

that has been a major  

foundation to her profes-

sional development as an 

up and coming therapist. 

Since embarking on her journey with ODS, she has learned a 

great deal from her coworkers and receives a great deal of 

support and encouragement; she hopes to continue to be 

inspired from those around her.  

Miranda lived in a few different places growing up but spent a 

majority of her childhood in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and 

spent seven years in Maryland; she considers both states as 

home. She graduated in 2013 from Towson University in Bal-

timore, Maryland with her B.S. in both Psychology and Deaf 

Studies. After a short break she went on to Gallaudet Univer-

sity in Washington, D.C. to pursue her M.A. in Mental Health 

Counseling. In 2016, she met Steve Hamerdinger while  

attending a Breakout Conference for the American Deafness 

and Rehabilitation Association. Upon talking with him she 

discovered an opportunity for an internship that would greatly 

challenge her and meet her expectations related with  

exposure to a wide variety of language and mental health 

needs. Needless to say, her internship experience had a great 

impact on her, and she eagerly pursued a job with ODS when 

she heard of an available position.  

The driving force behind Miranda’s decision to pursue a  

counseling position with the Alabama Department of Mental 

Health was discovering that their deaf services were not set 

up like what she had already seen or knew were available in 

other states. Additionally, she was greatly impressed when 

she found out that the deaf consumers can receive free  

counseling, and on top of that, she was excited to learn that 

the Alabama Department of Mental Health has a regulation in 

place requiring deaf clients to fill out a form stating how they 

would like to receive services; whether through a qualified 

mental health interpreter, a family member, or direct services 

with a service provider that is fluent in sign language, it is 

their choice. She is unaware of any such regulation being in 

place to protect deaf consumers and was eager to share her 

new knowledge with her classmates at the time. She hopes 

that Alabama can serve as a model for other states to follow, 

ultimately giving deaf consumers much deserved access to 

mental health services.  

Since moving to the south, Miranda has grown quite fond of 

Birmingham and the surrounding areas. While from time to 

time she’ll catch herself missing the hustle and bustle of the 

north, she is quite comfortable where she’s at and has yet to 

stop being amazed everyday by the landscapes and scenery 

that Alabama has to offer. She has started to re-explore her 

previous love for rock climbing and has loved being able to 

visit various rock climbing gyms in her area.   

Former Intern Miranda Nichols Joins ODS Team  

Operation Santa Kent? 

In the spirit of good cheer and brotherly love and all that 

stuff,  ODS staffers find themselves doing some interest-

ing things.  In this case, ODS psychologist, Kent Schafer, 

was judging whether kids in Toyland were naughty or nice 

as he gamely took on the role of Saint Nicholas at the 

Open House at the Alabama Institute for the Deaf and 

Blind on December 7.   

Signing Santas are not a new thing, but it was nice to be 

able to join the merriment at a sister agency and help 

make the day merry and bright.       
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by Patricia Deegan, Ph.D. 

On November 10, 2017 I gave a talk at 

the 10th Anniversary Celebration for the 

Center for Practice Innovations (CPI) at 

Columbia University in New York City. 

Here are some excerpts from my 

talk, as well as some photos 

with my colleagues from  

OnTrack Central during the 

reception: 

 It’s a pleasure to have this opportunity to share some 

thoughts with you at this celebration of the 10th  

Anniversary of the Center for Practice Innovations. The  

mission of the Center is an important one and includes 

“promoting the widespread use of evidence based  

practices in New York”. Toward this end, CPI has focused 

on using scalable approaches – such as a web-based  

learning management system and learning collaboratives - 

to teach evidence based, core competencies and skills to 

the behavioral health workforce. 

This is all great stuff.  But I would argue that we also need 

to grapple with the question of how to pass on, not just 

knowledge and skills, but wisdom.  Wisdom doesn’t scale 

so easily. How do we teach the spirit of the work? How do 

we teach staff to see beyond the disease or diagnosis to 

the person in the context of their life?  How do we teach 

clinicians to shift the focus from what’s the matter? – to 

what matters to you? How do we teach clinicians to work in 

ways that reverence the dignity of those coming for care? 

Systems of care is an oxymoron.  Systems can’t care.  

People care.  How do we keep the human in the human 

services while also adopting the best practices science has 

to offer? 

These are not new questions. Let’s hop in a time machine 

and go back 90 years to 1927. To set the context, Calvin 

Coolidge is president and the world is getting smaller as the 

first transatlantic telephone call is made between NYC and 

London, and Charles Lindbergh makes the first transatlan-

tic flight between New York and Paris.  Back in Boston, 

Francis Peabody is addressing students at Harvard Medical 

School on the topic of the “Care of the Patient”.  He says: 

...young graduates have been taught a great deal about the 

mechanism of disease, but very little about the practice of 

medicine – or, to put it more bluntly, they are too 

“scientific” and do not know how to take care of patients. 

He goes on to ask: 

Can the practitioner’s art be grafted on the main 

trunk of the fundamental sciences in such a way 

that there shall arise a symmetrical growth, like 

an expanding tree...? 

Peabody then reminds us that: 

...The treatment of disease may be entirely  

impersonal; the care of a patient must be  

completely personal. The significance of the  

intimate personal relationship between practition-

er and patient cannot be too strongly emphasized, 

for in an extraordinarily large number of cases 

both diagnosis and treatment are directly  

dependent on it, and the failure of the practitioner 

to establish this relationship accounts for much of 

the ineffectiveness in the care of patients... 

These words from 1927 echo across time and ring true 

today.  Evidence based practices can be executed with 

high fidelity by teams of highly skilled clinicians. But if 

these clinicians are treating diseases, then the work is  

impersonal and can obscure the humanity and wound the 

(Continued on page 5) 

Putting the Human Back in the  

Human Services 
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dignity of the people being served. When the work is  

impersonal, it dehumanizes people and this is a type of  

violence. It is what I call toxic help or help that hurts in the 

long run. 

Care, on the other hand, is deeply personal because it occurs 

between human beings.  Care requires relationship.  Care is 

given, not through systems, but through human relation-

ships. As Francis Peabody famously said, ...the secret to the 

care of the patient, is caring for the patient. I would  

paraphrase and say the secret to the care of the patient is 

caring for the person.  

Caring for the person means we must show up at work as 

fully human beings.  However this is not so easy.  I always 

thought the missing course in our training should be titled, 

“How to remain human hearted while working in the human 

services.” 

It’s really challenging to show up every day to work and to 

remain human hearted as we encounter the depth, breadth 

and complexity of the suffering of the folks we work with.   

It’s hard to be open hearted and relate to people in pain, 

particularly when it’s not within our power to immediately 

alleviate that pain. It’s understandable that some clinicians 

grow hard-of-heart and approach the work in a more tech-

nical, less personal way.  But applying technically proficient 

service is not enough. I have had the privilege of gathering 

recovery narratives from people all around the world and no 

one has ever reported that it was the stellar technical profi-

ciency of an evidence based practitioner that helped them 

recover. Instead people tell me stories like this: 

Putting the Human Back in the Human Services 
(Continued from page 4) 

I spent 5 years in a psychiatric forensic facility. It 

was a pretty bleak time for me. I didn't know if I 

would ever get out and get a life. But there was this 

one attendant who made a big difference to me 

and gave me hope. Each day he would come on the 

unit and he knew I loved the Boston Celtics and all 

things basketball. He would come into the day room 

and he would smile at me and pretend to do a slow 

motion jump shot while he said, "Danny 

AAAAinge" (a Celtic's player). It was real simple but 

it made my day. It brought me hope. It reminded 

me that I was a person. It reminded me there was a 

better life outside the walls. It was easy and friendly 

and felt real. And it wasn't therapy or anything. It 

felt good to connect and laugh and know those 

good things were still waiting for me on the outside.   

Of course, I’m not saying that skills are not important. Skills 

are necessary but not sufficient for the work of caring for 

people. Showing up at work with our hearts open, prepared 

to work from the common ground of our shared humanity, is 

also necessary to support people in their healing and  

recovery.  

So I ask again, how do we support members of the  

behavioral health workforce in becoming bold and brave 

and daring enough to remain human hearted when working 

in these human services? How do we elevate care through 

human relationships to equivalent status and importance as 

our skills and technical proficiency?  I don’t have the whole 

answer but I do have three good starting points.  

The first is to focus on building tools that are embedded in 

the care pathway, that amplify the voice and humanity of 

people using services. In day-to-day clinical work, there is a 

lot of noise and it can be hard to pick up on the signal that 

really matters which, of course is the voice, the values, the 

preferences of the individual using services. There are  

competing demands and tasks vying for clinicians’ attention. 

For instance, Will Torrey at Dartmouth [c]ites 17 routine 

tasks that must be attended to during a routine psychiatric  

medication consult. Amidst all that noise, the signal, the 

voice of the individual, can get lost. In the end, the encoun-

ter can become impersonal as the relationship suffers and 

care is diminished.  

But what if we flipped the script? What if, instead of asking 

how can we get clinicians to be more fully relational and 

more person centered in their work, what if we flipped the 

script and asked “How can we harness the power of  

individuals in services to drive more person centered,  

relational care?”  In my opinion, there is a vast and valuable 

(Continued on page 6) 



human resource sitting in our waiting rooms and the power 

of these service users goes largely untapped. If given the 

tools and the support, could folks help drive more person 

centered, relational care? 

This is the question I have been focusing on for the past 15 

years. In my small company we build tools that amplify the 

voice and the humanity of people in services. Here’s one of 

my favorite examples of our work.  

We call them Power Statements.  A Power Statement is a 

written self-advocacy statement that can be used with  

psychiatric care providers, therapists, case managers,  

primary care providers, etc.  A Power Statement does three 

things: First, it introduces me to my practitioner as a person, 

not a patient.  Secondly, it says how I want treatment to help 

me. And finally, it invites my practitioner to work with me to 

find the treatment that will help me reach my goal.  So 

here’s an example: 

I love to skateboard and I’m really good at it. When 

I’m depressed, I don’t have much energy and I 

don’t do hardly anything. I want you to work with 

me in therapy so I get over this depression and can 

get back to skateboarding again. 

Here’s another one: 

Being a great mom to new baby is the most  

important thing to me. I breast feed my baby and 

that makes me a good mom too. I want you to help 

me find a medicine that will help me focus on my 

baby, not my voices. The medicine has to let me 

breast feed and it can’t make me too sleepy cause I 

have to wake up to do feedings at night. 

Here’s a final one: 

I am proud of myself, especially for defeating  
alcoholism. I have come a long way in my life (really 

progressed) and want to continue to do better. 

Work with me to find a medicine to help me  

concentrate, focus, ignore voices, and manage my 

anger so I can work at my job, stay out the hospital, 

enjoy family or friends, and do my chores around 

the house. 

Power Statements present clinicians with an N-of-1 study 

and if treatment outcomes don’t include a return to  

skateboarding, then treatment has not been successful. 

These self-advocacy statements are powerful because they 

Putting the Human Back in the Human Services 
(Continued from page 5) 
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amplify the voice and the humanity of individuals. They help 

the clinician get the focus off of “What’s the matter” and to 

focus instead on “What matters to you.” Power Statements 

acts like a compass, guiding the entire care team and creat-

ing common ground and a shared vision of how treatment is 

supposed to help. Power Statements cut through all the 

competing noise and send out a strong signal that reaches 

the head and the heart of practitioners. Practitioners are 

moved by Power Statements and, as one psychiatrist said: 

“Power Statements are really important because they rapidly 

summarize the patient. They rapidly present specific, power-

ful, self-worded representations of self. The self-worded part 

of it is like an automatic trigger for the patient. (When read 

aloud) suddenly the patient says, ‘Yeah, that’s me. That’s 

exactly what I want to do. Doctor you really get me.’ And  

remember, this is happening on day one, not a year after 

I’ve known the patient.”   

Power Statements scale pretty easily too.  We have tens of 

thousands of people using them across the U.S.  Typically, 

the care pathway is re-engineered so that peer specialists 

routinely help folks create Power Statements using a  

template that also includes a fidelity scale that allows folks 

to ensure their statements are truly powerful. People take a 

copy of their Power Statement into the appointment and 

read it, or hand it to the practitioner to read. We find that 

practitioners interact with Power Statements. For instance 

we surveyed over 1500 people at 16 mental health centers 

at 6, 18 and 36 months. When asked if prescribers  

addressed the individual’s Power Statement over 80% of 

respondents replied “Yes”.  

So, Power Statements are an example of my first suggestion 

for how we might flip the script and create novel tools and 

methods that empower service users to drive more person 

(Continued on page 7) 
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under it. Instead we passed through it. We passed through 

what might have destroyed us and we came out the other 

side and were different. We were transformed by it. And it 

is this personal experience of passing through suffering to 

the other side – this is the ground of our hope and the 

depth of our humanity. The hope we bear is the greatest 

and most enduring gift we have to share with those we 

work with.  We don’t have to tell our whole story. Folks can 

feel the hope we carry. Hope is what allows us to come to 

work each day. There are easier ways to make a living but 

a desire to help, born of our hope – that’s what keeps us 

coming back to do what can be very, very difficult work.  

So, why do YOU do this work? What has called you,  

personally, to this work?  Why are you here? Why are you 

working in behavioral health? If you can answer these 

questions, it’s like having personal well of life giving water 

and energy with you all the time.  Return to your why, your 

purpose at work when you are tired, or overwhelmed, or 

angry or just plain old worn-out. Share your story-of-why 

with your colleagues and co-workers. It helps teams  

develop deep bonds of mutual respect and helps to  

humanize our places of work which in turn, reminds us 

that the secret to the care of the patient, is caring for  

the person.      

Reprinted with permission from the author. Visit her web-

site at https://www.patdeegan.com/  

Putting the Human Back in the Human Services 
(Continued from page 6) 

centered, relational care. What are your ideas? What other 

tools can CPI develop and use to ensure that evidence based 

practitioners are also developing personal relationships 

through which care is delivered? 

My second suggestion is that the emerging peer workforce 

represents a powerful opportunity to infuse evidence based 

work with vitality and person-centered, relational care. To 

begin with, we need to hire peer specialists in full time  

positions and pay them a livable wage. That is an important 

way to convey how we value and respect the work they do.  

Secondly – and I know that some of us are working on this 

now – it’s imperative to develop the infrastructure, support 

and guidelines for peer work that safeguards their unique 

role.  Peer supporters are not mini-clinicians, but left  

unsupported, many drift away from the peer role and get  

assimilated into  

the dominant clinical culture. Drift is evident when peer staff 

begin talking like clinical staff and use words like decompen-

sate, low functioning, etc. Drift away from the peer role is  

evident when peers begin attributing motives to peers: “Joe 

has sabotaged his job placement again.” In any case, Sascha 

DuBrul is leading a great effort on this front and I look forward 

to great advances in the coming months and years. 

The third idea I have for ensuring that the behavioral health 

workforce provide truly human services is to create  

opportunities for clinicians to discover and share with each 

other the “why” of doing the work.  My experience is that we 

are called to this work for very personal reasons that we rarely 

share with each other.  We can work side by side with each 

other for years and never share what calls us to the work.  I 

am reminded of Atul Gawande’s surgical checklist and how 

the simple step of surgical team members introducing  

themselves to each other prior to operating, helped to  

significantly improve safety and reduce errors. Simply  

communicating with team members on a human level had 

what Gawande called and “activating” effect on teams. It 

helped them bond and humanize their work space. I’m  

suggesting something similar. Discovering the story of why we 

do this work is a key to keeping the human in the human  

services. 

Whether a peer, a clinician or a person with a diagnosis, we all 

know something about what it means to get knocked down by 

life.  Maybe you grew up in poverty. Maybe you lived through 

bullying, or violence, or abuse, or addiction or being unloved 

or devalued. Maybe you or a loved one had an unexpected or 

life changing illness. No matter what it was, everyone in this 

room has survived something that might have taken us down. 

Each one of us in this room has made a passage. We couldn’t 

jump over it. We couldn’t run away from it. We couldn’t tunnel 

Continuing an annual tradition, the ODS family had dinner  

together at Kabuki, a local Japanese restaurant.   There will be 

full write-up  about the ODS winter meeting in the next issue! 

https://www.patdeegan.com/
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Dear Mr. Schafer, 

I am a recently graduated from a residential school for the 

Deaf. I'm exploring psychology as my major when I enter  

Gallaudet University this fall. I was unable to find any psycholo-

gists who could be job-shadowed so far, this summer. So, I am 

reaching out to you. I have a couple questions for you that I 

would like to learn more about your opinions and experiences!  

A Recent Deaf School Grad 

------------------------------------------------------- 

What traits / characteristics did it take to be a good  

psychology major? 

Research. The foundation relies on evidence of what has been 

done in the past and how can you better it. It requires the  

ability to dig through articles. You will be asked to write  

articles, psych reports, and general correspondence. A strong 

grasp of the literary sense applied in a scientific field will be 

imperative.  

Resiliency and Autonomy are two traits that helped me during 

my personal journey. The first will help you overcome the  

societal bias and stigma that deaf people cannot become  

highly educated. The second, will help you dig deep within  

yourself believing and believing in yourself. There are  

approximately 25 deaf psychologists that I am aware of. There 

may be more, the world is huge, but they are well hidden! With 

that in mind, the road is long and the people are hesitant to 

face the challenge of navigating between two different  

cultures.  

Time management is another critical skill. Many deaf college 

undergraduates that I have met fail to realize just how much 

time they need to prioritize for various projects. Finish those 

assignments before you reward yourself.  

What obstacles have you gone through to become one?  

First and foremost, society was determined that I was to be a 

member of a custodial crew. It was the same educational  

system that forced me to spend valuable learning time not on 

academics, but learning how to speak and rely on my residual 

hearing.  Thankfully, I had some strong parents who  

disagreed and were willing to make enormous sacrifices to 

ensure I had appropriate access to education. I did not  

always have interpreters. Sometimes I had a peer student 

attempting some signs or working 1:1 with me. When I did 

have an educational “interpreter”, it was often a retired  

older teacher that knew some signs and was not fluent  

in ASL.  

Thankfully, my parents believed in the power of a library card 

and were willing to make trips to the downtown library for 

me. Books were my outlet.  A thirst to read is the strongest 

tool a deaf person can have.  

What advice do you have for someone considering this  

career?  

Psychology can be a lonely field at times. Imagine being a 

therapist, diagnostician, evaluator, or consultant for another 

deaf client. If you live in a small town, chances are you will 

see that deaf person again. You have to think about  

confidentiality and dual relationships. You cannot be friends 

with the deaf clients with whom you work.  A simple “how are 

you doing today?” may become an ethical dilemma.  

There’s a rule down here in Alabama called “Steve’s rule #1” 

– this is after Steve Hamerdinger, the director of the Office 

of Deaf Services for the Alabama Department of Mental 

Health. In order to work in mental health, you have to be a 

little less crazy than you clients!  If insane in the membrane 

is not your thing, then you are definitely in the wrong field. 

Also, if you feel the need to be lazy, then this job is not for 

you.   

Can you describe a typical day at your job?  

Smile. Being a psychologist means you will not have a typical 

day. You may have a schedule of appointments and  

meetings. You may have a deadline for an evaluation. Then 

you deal with whatever chaos that flew up your creek during 

the past 24 or so hours. This can be as simple as an angry 

parental unit or as complex as your client going suicidal. You 

will also have long-term writing projects that you wish we 

could finish without interruptions. But then again, those  

interruptions are what make each day interesting.  
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What's the most valuable lesson you've learned -- about this 

career, your job, or life in general?  

Dealing with what we jokingly call, “SHPs”.  Stupid Hearing 

People. No matter how much you try to educate hearing people 

in your field, your workplace, a chance encounter, or a  

professional relationship, there will always be SHPs. You have 

to learn when to fight them, educate them, or simply walk away 

and save your energy for the next battle. It’s surprising how 

many people will not get the following simple information: 

Deafness is not a disability to be cured/fixed. The use of an 

interpreter does not 100% effectively solve the communication 

barrier. Deafness is a cultural and linguistic minority that  

deserves a fair shake.   

Is being deaf make it harder to be a psychologist? 

Having a Deaf psychologist working with a client who is Deaf 

isn’t a common thing.  When a deaf client ends up needing 

help, the first response will most likely be hearing people. If 

they are lucky then interpreters might be called.  Deaf  

clinicians will typically will not be called to respond to an  

emergency. As a result, we are often left to pick up the pieces.  

Then, too, there are very few opportunities for Deaf  

psychologists to get together, network, or even work in the 

same vicinity.  On top of that, if you experienced something 

that was not comfortable, who do you talk to? You can’t tell 

your friends due to confidentiality. You can’t talk to your  

neighbors because they cannot use sign language. It can be a 

challenge finding a healthy outlet to express things without 

breaking confidentiality. It gets harder when colleagues prefer 

to know the name of the person first instead of focusing on the 

symptoms and interventions. 

You will also need to learn how to reframe clinical concepts so 

that you can teach interpreters. The interpreting process is 

critical since they will almost always be the first “language” 

responder. If we can advance education of mental health for 

our interpreters, then half the battle is won. On the flip side, for 

you to advance educationally, you require interpreters if you 

decide to transfer out of Gallaudet or obtain a Master's degree 

outside somewhere else. These interpreters will need advance 

knowledge in order to represent you as close as possible.  

Remember, this is not an equal exchange of communication. 

You will have to teach your professors about this concept as 

well.   

 I’ve found during my time that it is an ongoing struggle to  

articulate something simple in what our English classes called 

the “premise.” We may forget that we have to develop an  

Real Issue—Real Answers  
(Continued from page 8) 

argument by building up a premise first so that our audience 

can gain understanding of why we infer certain information 

or why we reach a certain conclusion. It is easy for me to 

make a position statement but I have to build my introduc-

tion and explanation as to how I come about that position 

for educators or professionals who do not know as much 

information as I do. Let’s use a hot topic these days.  An 

educator or professional will ask me for my opinion on a 

problem in deafness, I will answer “language deprivation.” 

This person who has no experience with deafness will reply 

with a quizzical look. That the two-word concept, "language 

deprivation," is sufficient enough to generate several hours’ 

worth of explanation. A hearing professional in an education-

al field will likely have no prior exposure to the concept, or 

very little, and will fail to understand how it impacts  

psychological evaluations.  So, I have to tap into that  

expository writing skill or narrative prose in order to explain 

as much as I can in a short amount of time in order to  

education the educators or professionals in hopes we will 

reach mutual understanding. Time is precious and they do 

not have hours to read why I consider deafness and  

education ideologically polarizing.   

What else would you'd like me to know about becoming a 

psychologist?  

There is a nationwide conference that occurs every year 

called “ADARA” – this is the best conference opportunity to 

meet workers in the field of Deaf+Mental Health. Consider 

attending one when you are further along in your studies. 

You can google this organization/conference for further  

information.  

Learn about "vicarious trauma and postsecondary traumatic 

stress." This can and will occur in this occupation. You will 

have to find a healthy outlet and ways to reduce the  

opportunity for transference to suck your soul. Be sure to 

find time for yourself and some healthy hobbies so you are 

not on the job 24/7/365 days a year. The trick is for you to 

balance your time and find time for yourself so you do not 

end up being crazier than your clients. *wink* 

In my opinion, you should not be shadowing psychologists 

yet.  Observation opportunities in this field are reserved for 

master level or doctoral level students. I look forward to your 

growth as you advance in the quest for knowledge. For now, 

interviewing, reading, and writing papers are the best way to 

start growing into your major. I am honored you contacted 

me to learn more.  

If you ever are interested in developing as a psychologist 

down the road, I’m always interested in reading or  

discussing more. Best of luck with your decision.     
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• The Office of Deaf Services provided community- based services directly with 3,979 consumer contacts throughout the year.   

 Last year 1,955 people with hearing loss were reported in community service programs.  Of these, 212 were deaf.  ODS  

oversees the operation of five group homes as well as several special supported living projects.   

• Three-bed home in Woodville 

• Two three-bed homes in Birmingham 

• Six-bed home in Clanton 

• Three-bed home in Mobile 

• In an average month ADMH served 27 hard of hearing and 10 deaf people in the state facilities.  Most deaf consumers are served on 

Unit 7 at Bryce Hospital.      

 Amanda Somdal (Region V). and Miranda Nichols (Region V) were hired as Regional therapists. 

 ODS has four communication access team members based in Tuscaloosa at this time. One positions are filled, three are  

vacant. 

 There are 5 Deaf Care Workers authorized to Bryce.  Four are currently filled. 

• Last year, 7,717 hours of interpreter services were provided for deaf consumers.  Of this, 6,106.5 hours were provided by staff  

interpreters.  This is in spite of having one interpreter vacancy for most of the year, and the Communication Specialist position vacant 

for the entire year and another interpreter position vacant for 6 months. Keshia Farrand was hired to fill the long-vacant position in  

Region I.  Filling the remaining positions is a priority for FY 2018. 

 To meet the increasing demand on interpreter resources, ODS piloted a remote interpreting option at Wellstone.  This pilot has 

worked very well and is being expanded. 

• Makes it possible to respond to requests for interpreters in areas where it would be difficult to get a live person in a 

timely manner. 

• In contrast to video remote interpreter schemes on the commercial market, the ODS project uses only interpreters 

who are certified as Qualified Mental Health Interpreters.  

 ODS has realigned its Regions to more closely follow services areas for the Division of Developmental Disabilities.  There are 

now five regions.   

• ODS and the Division of Developmental Disabilities have begun working together on several cases.  There is  

increased collaboration with dual diagnosed consumers, especially those with intact language (signs) and/or ability 

to acquire language through exposure to ASL.   

• Regions III and V have offices co-located in DD Regional Centers. 

• A nearly year-long effort to fix issues with recruitment and retention related to classification and salaries has been culminated in a new 

series which allows for hiring and promotion based on education and credentials, instead of experience.  It is hoped this will ease  

recruiting, allowing us to hire new graduates at entry level position and move them up as they earn credentials.  Effected staff include all 

therapists and interpreters as well as the communication specialist (will be called Visual-Gestural Specialist). 

• ODS has had the lead responsibility for ensuring communication access for deaf and hard of hearing consumers of substance abuse 

treatment services.    

 245 hours of interpreter service were provided to 14 deaf people seeking treatment for Substance Use Disorders.  

 Two staff ODS staff members, Kent Schafer and Jag Dawadi, hold master’s degrees in addiction counseling. 

• The Office of Deaf Services is nationally recognized as one of the outstanding mental health programs for deaf people.  Agencies around 

the country seek assistance from ODS. Technical assistance and consultation was provided to 4,602 people and programs.  The staff 

provided 46 different training events throughout the year, attended by 1,166 people. Highlights include: 

 Steve Hamerdinger wrapped up a series of training for the Ohio Department of Mental Health in which he presented a two-day 

mental health interpreter basics workshop in three different cities.  Altogether close to 180 people participated in this series. 

 Steve Hamerdinger was the keynote speaker at three events, the DeafSympo at the University of Massachusetts at Worcester, 

the Southeast Regional Institute on Deafness at Jackson, Mississippi, and the 15th anniversary Gala at PAHrtners in  

Philadelphia. 

(Continued on page 11) 

Highlights from the Annual Report of the  

Office of Deaf Services 
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 Kent Schafer also gave presentations at the Southeast Regional Institute on Deafness where he discussed Precontemplation 

to Action Stage: Cognitive Distortion and Is it Dysfluency or is it Entitlement: Risk Factors in Formative Years. 

 Charlene Crump teamed with Roger Williams of South Carolina to do a series of workshops across Texas on both communica-

tion assessment and mental health interpreting. 

 Kent Schafer presented two major events at the University of Alabama in March.  The first was Grand Rounds – Winternitz 

Series for UA medical program, and the other was a “TideTalk entitled “Deafness begins with eyes and end with the hands.” 

• Charlene Crump and Steve Hamerdinger were published in the Community Mental Health Journal. Their article, “Understanding Etiology 

of Hearing Loss as a Contributor to Language Dysfluency and its Impact on Assessment and Treatment of People who are Deaf in  

Mental Health Settings” (Crump, C. J., & Hamerdinger, S. H. (2017). Understanding Etiology of Hearing Loss as a Contributor to  

Language Dysfluency and its Impact on Assessment and Treatment of People who are Deaf in Mental Health Settings. Community  

Mental Health Journal, 1-7.) It has become an important resource in the field. 

• ODS is committed to increasing the number of professionals working in mental health and deafness in various disciplines.    

 We provided Sign Language Proficiency Interviews for the Interpreter Training program at Troy University.   We also assisted 

with communication access to events on campus. 

 There are now two Troy Interpreter Training Program students receiving DMH stipends.  They will come to work for mental 

health programs on graduation. 

 DMH is providing a stipend for a doctoral level psychology student (deaf) who is currently the ODS staff psychologist based at 

Bryce as well.   

 Two other ODS staff members are attending Troy for advanced degrees.  

 ODS provided several internships in FY 2017, including one counseling and one psychology internship. Other internship  

applications are being considered for FY 2018, and two have been accepted: one counseling and one social work. 

 ODS also is a sponsor for CEUs for both the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf and National Board of Certified Counselors.  

• Several ODS staff members earned significant recognition for their work 

 Kim Thornsberry was named Professional of the Year at the 2017 Annual Council of Organizations Serving Deaf Alabamians. 

She also won the RESPECT award given by consumers at their annual conference in April.  

• The 10th Annual Deafness and Clinical Training event was held February 24, in Montgomery Alabama.  The 18th, focused on people who 

are sign language fluent, drew a record-breaking 123 participants.  Usually the training is split over two days, Typically, one day is  

focused on Deaf or sign-fluent participants and the second day on individuals who do not sign, but are interested in learning how to 

work with clients who are Deaf.  This year was held on a single day, resulting in an above capacity crowd of 188 participants, the largest 

single day attendance at any ODS sponsored event.  The training. Strategies for Working with Deaf Consumers with Behavior Disorders 

and/or Mental Illness, was presented by Kent Schafer and Jag Dawadi. 

• Mental Health Interpreter Training Project held its 15th week-long Interpreter Institute August 4-8, 2015 at Troy University at  

Montgomery.  The annual Institute, with attendance, was "sold out" months before the opening session. Altogether 128 individuals (90 

Registered Participants and 38 presenters, staff and volunteers) participated in the training this year and a total of 1,160 individuals 

have been trained since its inception, an average of 74 new people every year. 

 The alumni track, which was added to the program in 2016, drew 47 participants.  This track, designed especially for people 

who have previously attended the Institute, teaches advanced topics.  

 There are 94 Qualified Mental Health Interpreters currently active.  

 We have 6 Qualified Mental Health Interpreter – Supervisors, including Brian McKenny and Sereta Campbell 

• Under their supervision, 16 candidates for certification as Qualified Mental Health Interpreters were successful  

during Fiscal Year 2017. 

• ODS has entered a partnership with the Collaborative for the Advancement of Teaching Excellence (CATIE) to broaden the reach of MHIT 

and to increase opportunities for pre and post training learning and experience. 

Highlights of the Annual Report 
(Continued from page 10) 

Former Commissioner Kathy Sawyer, (left) under who's watch the Office of Dear Services was 

formed, dropped by to visit during our winter staff meeting.  She expressed pride in how the  

program has grown and stated that she often uses ODS as a talking point when she is  

consulting and teaching.   Mrs Sawyer was a consumer advocate before she became  

Commissioner, and she was well acquainted with the struggles deaf consumers had getting 

services.  During her time as Commissioner, she was very supportive and encouraging to the 

nascent program and help clear road blocks that popped up.   

 

Brian McKenny interprets as Steve Hamerdinger and Tangie Jeffers look on.   
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Evidence based practic-

es can be executed with 

high fidelity by teams of highly skilled clinicians. But 

if these clinicians are treating diseases, then the 

work is impersonal and can obscure the humanity 

and wound the dignity of the people being served. 

When the work is impersonal, it dehumanizes people 

and this is a type of violence. It is what I call toxic 

help or help that hurts in the long run. 

These words, taken from the article by Dr. Patricia Deegan 

printed in this issue, resonate with me. Throughout much of 

the past decade, it seems the field is reducing the work of 

helping people to some formulaic approach where practition-

ers are expected to pick one from column A and one from 

column B.  Building a personal relationship with the people 

we serve has is relegated to something we do only when we 

have time.  Modern clinical work has become a routine of 

running through checklists while staring at a computer screen 

rather than attending fully to the person we have with us in 

the moment.  

Then we have the intersection of this phenomena with the 

work we do with deaf consumers.  ASL-fluent clinicians are 

forced by modern clinical practice to be slaves to the  

electronic medical record. In a culture that prizes being fully 

present in a conversation, communication that requires eye 

contact throughout discourse is in hindered by process  

requirements.  Rules are essentially forcing clinicians into the 

role of being mere technicians, bound by a limited selection 

of approved “evidence-based practices” that have limited – or 

worse – no application to the consumers we serve.  

EBPs are supposed to be empirically found to be valid. This 

requires controlled and randomized studies which show that 

there is evidence of improvement and a lack of evidence of 

harm. It’s not a bad aspiration.   

This would be a good place to interject that there are EBPs in 

all human services and many scientific ones as well.  Properly 

conceived and used, EBPs can serve as guiderails keeping 

the practitioner from using an ineffective approach or even 

harming the consumer.  Trouble comes when the practitioner 

becomes so rule-bound that they forget to be human.  Thera-

py becomes a round of “check the boxes” and the empathic 

connection becomes weakened or lost  

Now, let’s toss deaf people into the mix. There is little  

research into “evidence-based” treatment approaches that 

work for deaf people with serious mental illness.  I cringe 

when I hear reports of clinicians who do not understand deaf 

people not only expecting a language deprived consumer to 

read and write English, but to also be able to comprehend 

jargon unique to whatever approach the clinician is using and 

doing so through the use of an interpreter who may, or more 

likely may not understand it either.  

This is not to say EBPs can’t work with deaf people.  Excellent 

work is being done by the Deaf Wellness Center in adapting 

Dialectic Behavior Therapy to deaf people.  Leaders in the 

field of mental health and deafness have believed for a long 

time that Cognitive Behavior Therapy works well with deaf 

people too, if the clinician is fluent in American Sign  

Language and knowledgeable about the complexities of work-

ing with deaf people.  This is especially true when working 

with deaf people with language and learning challenges.  

Most clinicians who are deaf themselves will intuitively make 

modifications in techniques and approaches because they 

understand deafness.  They might be hard pressed to explain 

what they did, though.  Whether it is adapting the language 

used or skipping over some step in the process, it is the  

human connection, empathy, that allows them to feel what 

will work and what will not.  

It’s very rare that a hearing clinician, even one who is ASL-

fluent will have this insight unless they have made a career of 

working with deaf people.  Developing that skill while working 

through an interpreter approaches unicorn level of rarity.  

Dr. Deegan calls impersonal work dehumanizing and toxic.  

She is right.  It also retraumatizes deaf people who all too 

often are subjected to indignities brought on by the inability 

of society to accept them.  Whether it is the early intervention 

specialist who gives language acquisition the short shrift over 

the “making your child hearing again” mentality of implant 

them all and let Gaia sort them out approach, or the public 

school setting, which is notoriously traumatic to deaf kids, 

being deaf is an endless stream of indignities foisted upon us 

by unwitting “helping professionals.” 

In public schools, deaf students are expected to be hearing 

and must fail at each step of the way in order to qualify for 

“supports” and “accommodations,” which are all too often 

not what the student needs and are “provided” by people not 

competent to do so.  The F.M. and L.G. v. Barbour County 

Board of Education lawsuit is a good example of just how bad 

(Continued on page 13) 



education for deaf children can be.  

In 2000, the 11th Circuit Court provided the largest 

single award in special education history to date, 

approximately $2.5 million, to two teenaged students 

who were deaf. The students were judged to have 

been denied a free, appropriate public education 

(FAPE), having spent their academic careers in  

generic special education classes for students with 

multiple disabilities without the benefit of access to a 

communication system; the services of a certified, 

qualified teacher of the deaf; or related  

services.”  (Easterbrooks, Susan, Lytle, Linda R, 

Sheets, Patricia M, Crook, Bobbie S. (2004). Ignoring 

Free, Appropriate, Public Education, a Costly Mistake: 

The Case of F.M. & L.G. versus Barbour County. Jour-

nal of deaf studies and deaf education. 9. 219-27. 

10.1093/deafed/enh023.) 

When deaf people such as F.M and LG are referred for mental 

health or developmental disability services, they will typically 

find providers are even less prepared than the Barbour  

County Board of Education.  Many providers pretend “nothing 

unusual is happening,” which means the same type of  

behavior – let’s be honest, abuse –experienced in “the  

education system” that so traumatized them as children is 

now offered up as “treatment” to deaf adults. It hurts in the 

long run. It’s toxic. It “treats” trauma by causing more trauma.  

The amazing thing, in view of societal indifference to deaf 

people, is not that so many have mental illness, but that so 

few do.  Deaf people, by and the large, are resilient.  They 

make a life for themselves, often despite the “help” not  

because of it. Resilience has limits, however, and society 

seems determined to see how far they can push deaf people 

before they snap.     It’s enough, as H.L Mencken said, to 

make “[e]very normal man… tempted at times to spit on his 

hands, hoist the black flag, and begin to slit throats.” 

So, back to humanizing everyone involved in the process. 

Let’s remember that “People of the Eye” as Professor Harlan 

Lane calls deaf folks, are visual creatures, ever attuned to 

nuance of expression, gaze, body language, even aura.  When 

the clinician is more attentive to the computer screen or the 

EBP “cookbook”, it’s bound to take a toll.  It will be  

dehumanizing to both the clinician and the deaf client.  

As I See It, there has to be a better way.      

 

AS I See It 
(Continued from page 12) 
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Joharchi, H. A. (2017). Negotiating access to mental health 

services: Deaf people with immigrant roots (Doctoral  

dissertation, Gallaudet University). 

Abstract: Access to quality mental health services 

(e.g., psychotherapy) can be a crucial means of 

support from some people and families. The World 

Health Organization (WHO) (2015) and the United 

Nations (n.d.) have suggested that lack of access 

to mental health care is a worldwide emergency. 

There are numerous barriers to access, such as, a 

stigma against mental health care and financial 

difficulties with transportation and childcare. 

There are additional access concerns regarding 

individuals who are from multiply marginalized 

groups, such as a lack of culturally humble }

practitioners, no ramps to enter a building, or no 

interpreter. D/deaf and hard of hearing (DHH)  

individuals who are immigrants or whose parents 

are immigrants often face additional barriers to 

accessing various services including mental health 

services. While data indicate a growing population 

of immigrants and second-generation Americans, 

there is little research regarding this population’s 

access to services (Bhaskar, Arenas-Germosen, & 

Dick, 2013; Pitkin & Myers, 2012). Services for 

DHH people are limited and there is a dearth of 

information concerning access to mental health 

services for DHH immigrants and for immigrant 

families with a DHH child (Balcazar, Suarez-

Balcazar, Adames, Keys, García-Ramírez, Paloma, 

2011). It is imperative that mental health  

clinicians have a better understanding of the  

perspectives of DHH individuals from immigrant 

backgrounds. In order to address issues of access 

to service, this study explored the experiences of 

DHH individuals from immigrant backgrounds as 

well as those of the mental health clinicians who 

serve these individuals. Qualitative data analysis 

revealed several common themes, some of which 

include being discriminated against (including  

discrimination from mental health providers), 

seeking natural supports, and navigating multiple 

bicultural environments. 

 

Important Recent 

Articles of Interest  
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A New and Interesting Resource  

Annotated Bibliography was launched by Northeastern 

University’s   Center for Atypical Language Interpreting 

(CALI)  https://www.northeastern.edu/cali/annotated-

bibliography/.  The Annotated Bibliography in-

cludes articles, books, presentations, and videos related 

to atypical language and relevant to CALI’s curriculum 

development. Each resource is summarized in ASL and 

English and includes direct links whenever possible.  

Suggestions also are offered regarding preparing  

evaluation reports and effectively communicating "key 

deaf fundamentals" to legal personnel. Encourage-

ment is offered for qualified, sign-fluent professionals 

to engage in forensic work. 

Whitaker, R., & Thomas-Presswood, T. (2017). School 

|Psychological Evaluation Reports for Deaf and Hard of  

Hearing Children: Best Practices. Journal of Social Work in 

Disability & Rehabilitation, 1-22. 

Abstract: This article discusses the best practices for 

school psychological evaluation and reports for  

parents and professionals who work with deaf/hard of 

hearing children. Deaf/hard of hearing children  

present unique challenges and in order for parents to 

be strong advocates for their children, knowledge 

about the complexities of psychological assessments 

is important. Parents are also provided with best  

practices for psychological reports with descriptions 

for typical areas of reports and how each is different 

for deaf/hard of hearing children. 

Takayama, K. (2017). Disaster relief and crisis intervention 

with deaf communities: lessons learned from the Japanese 

deaf community. Journal of Social Work in Disability &  

Rehabilitation, 16(3-4), 247-260. 

Abstract: During natural disasters and crises, the deaf 

and hard of hearing community might not have full 

accessibility to all of the information shared with the 

larger hearing community. This could be due to the 

lack of awareness among social work professionals 

about these cultural and linguistic needs of this  

minority population. The purpose of this article is to 

explore the challenges faced by the deaf community 

and to discuss culturally and linguistically appropriate 

crisis intervention and mobilization to natural disaster 

situations based on the experiences of the Japanese 

deaf communities affected by the Kobe and Tohoku 

earthquakes.      

 

Frank, A. (2017). Deaf Families’ Unique Experiences and 

Obstacles. Journal of Social Work in Disability &  

Rehabilitation, (just-accepted). 

Abstract: This article focuses on deaf children of 

deaf parents who grew up using American Sign  

Language (ASL) in deaf culture. Deaf children of deaf 

parents described their unique experiences of  

struggling with obstacles, including quality of educa-

tion, low expectations from professionals, unwanted 

sympathy, mental health therapists’ lack of cultural 

competency, and not being asked for valuable  

perspectives or advice. The advice from deaf  

children of deaf parents is included in the article. By 

bringing greater attention to this population, mental 

health, school, and other professionals can increase 

their awareness of deaf families’ unique needs in 

their work environment. 

Crowe, T. (2017). You're Deaf? Breaking through Myths for 

Effective Therapeutic Practice. Journal of Social Work in  

Disability & Rehabilitation, (just-accepted). 

Abstract: Most mental health practitioners provide 

services to hearing clients and might be unprepared 

when a deaf individual requests services. The  

purpose of this article is to explore commonly held 

stereotypes and myths about deaf people and to 

provide guidance to clinicians who encounter deaf 

clients in their practices. Myths and stereotypes can 

affect the way clinicians perceive their clients’ 

needs. This can lead to miscommunication,  

misunderstanding, and misinformation, which can 

harm the therapeutic relationship, thus making  

effective therapy unattainable. Clinicians should  

reframe these beliefs and overcome barriers to 

make way for the therapeutic process to begin. 

Pollard Jr, R. Q., & Berlinski, B. T. (2017). Forensic Evaluation 

of Deaf Individuals: Challenges and Strategies. Journal of 

Social Work in Disability & Rehabilitation, 1-15. 

Abstract: Forensic evaluation of deaf individuals  

presents unique challenges due to many examinees' 

fund of information deficits, potential for language 

deprivation, and examiners' frequent lack of  

creativity regarding communication methods. This 

article describes challenges most frequently  

encountered in competency to stand trial and  

criminal responsibility evaluations and offers  

strategies for overcoming them. The value of  

employing multiple communication methods,  

especially the use of illustrations, is emphasized. 

https://www.northeastern.edu/cali/annotated-bibliography/
https://www.northeastern.edu/cali/annotated-bibliography/
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 Help Wanted — Join Our Team 
Office of Deaf Services,  Alabama Department of Mental Health 

Communication Specialist (MH Specialist I ) 

 

SALARY RANGE: 70 ($33,086.40 - $50,119.20)  

Work Location: Bryce Hospital (Tuscaloosa) 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor’s degree in Communications, 

Psycholinguistics, Deaf Studies or a human services field plus  

experience (24 months or more) interpreting, working with language 

dysfluent clients, communication specialist work or working with 

individuals who are mentally ill. 

OR 

Considerable (48 months or more) programmatic experience in the 

field of deafness with the Department of Mental Health, plus  

experience (24 months or more) interpreting, working with language  

dysfluent clients, communication specialist work, or working with  

individuals who are mentally ill. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Native or near-native signing 

skills equal to superior level or higher of signing skills in American 

Sign Language, as measured by a recognized screening process 

(SLPI). Certification in either interpreting or teaching American Sign 

Language (ASLTA-Q or ASLTA-P), Must be able to obtain licensure or 

be exempt from licensure to interpret according to Alabama Licen-

sure Board of Interpreters and Transliterators (ALBIT). 

KIND OF WORK: Works within the Office Deaf Services of the  

Department of Mental Health providing culturally and linguistically 

affirmative services to deaf and hard of hearing (D/HH) to include 

consumers with disorders of mental illness and/or chemical  

dependency in inpatient, community and DMH related settings.  

Responsibility includes providing the specialized services of a  

communication assessment and facilitation of language for D/HH 

individuals. Participates as a member of an interdisciplinary  

treatment team, assisting in the development and implementation 

of treatment and discharge plans. Provides advisory services on sign 

language and alternative communication issues to D/HH individuals 

and professional staff. Teaches standardized sign language and 

alternative or augmentative communication methods to dysfluent 

individuals with functional hearing losses.  Coordinates and teaches 

ASL to non-signing staff. Other work duties involve research and 

development of non-verbal or limited verbal types of communication 

tools and teaching materials. Provides some interpreting in  

conjunction with a Mental Health Interpreter. 

HOW TO APPLY FOR EITHER POSITION:  Use an official application 

for Professional Employment (Exempt Classification) which may be 

obtained from this office, other Department of Mental Health Facility 

Personnel Offices, or visit our website at www.mh.alabama.gov.  

Only work experience detailed on the application will be considered.  

Additional sheets, if needed, should be in the same format as the 

application.  Resumes will not be accepted in lieu of an official  

application.  Applications should be returned to Human Resource 

Management, Department of Mental Health, P.O. Box 301410, 

Montgomery, Alabama 36130-1410 Copies of License/ Certifica-

tions should be forwarded with your application.  An official copy of 

academic transcripts is required and must be forwarded by the 

school, college, or university to the personnel office at the above 

address.  

MH Interpreter I    (PRE-CERTIFIED)  Tuscaloosa  

 

SALARY RANGE: 75 (41,258.40—62,529.60)  

WORK LOCATION:     Bryce Hospital (Tuscaloosa) 

This is responsible entry level work in the Office of Deaf Services (ODS) 

providing interpreting services to individuals who are deaf or hard of 

hearing.  An employee in this class works as a Staff Interpreter,  

responsible for providing interpreting services, under supervision, for 

the Alabama Department of Mental Health (ADMH) patients, clients, 

staff, visitors, facilities, Community Mental Health Centers, or contract 

service providers so that deaf or hard of hearing and hearing  

individuals will be able to effectively communicate.  Administrative 

supervision will be provided by the MH State Coordinator, while clinical 

supervision in the region or facility will be provided by a licensed MH 

Interpreter. 

Examples of Work Performed:  (May or may not include all duties being 

performed) Provides interpreting services under supervision of a  

licensed interpreter. Coordinates interpreting services for facility or 

region and provides timely monitoring of interpreter invoices by  

providers. Provides technical assistance and produces monthly usage 

reports. Participates in training related to Mental Health, Deafness, 

and Interpreting to increase knowledge of issues relating to deaf  

individuals within mental health or substance abuse settings. 

Participates in regular meetings with supervisor, MH Interpreters, and/

or Visual Gestural Specialists to increase language competencies and 

prepare for national certification/state licensure. Completes various 

reports and paperwork as required by the ADMH and the ODS. 

Required Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities: 

 Knowledge of American Sign Language. 

 Knowledge of the function of a professional interpreter and Inter-

preting Code of Ethics. 

 Knowledge of deafness and deaf culture. 

 Knowledge of telecommunication devices and their use. 

 Ability to interpret between consumers using a variety of dialects 

and fluency levels. 

 Ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing. 

 Ability to utilize a computer, internet resources, and various soft-

ware packages. 

 Ability to work a flexible work schedule to include nights and/or 

weekends as needed. 

 

Qualifications: 

Graduation from a recognized Interpreter Training Program. 

 

Necessary Special Requirement: 

 Must be permitted or permit eligible by the Alabama Licensure 

Board of Interpreters and Transliterators.   

 Must be able to acquire a license by the Alabama Licensure 

Board of Interpreters and Transliterators within 36 months of 

hire. 

 Individuals in this position must pass the Sign Language Profi-

ciency Interview (SLPI) at an Advanced or higher level. 

 Must have a valid driver’s license to operate a vehicle in the State 

of Alabama. 



Current Qualified Mental Health Interpreters 
Becoming a Qualified Mental Health Interpreter in Alabama requires a rigorous course of study, practice, and examination that takes most people nearly a 

year to complete. It involves 40 hours of classroom time, 40 hours of supervised practica and a comprehensive examination covering all aspects of mental 

Charlene Crump, Montgomery* 

Denise Zander, Wisconsin 

Nancy Hayes,  Talladega 

Brian McKenny, Montgomery* 

Dee Johnston, Talladega 

Lisa Gould, Mobile 

Gail Schenfisch, Wyoming 

Dawn Vanzo, Huntsville 

Wendy Darling, Montgomery 

Pat Smartt, Sterrett 

Lee Stoutamire, Mobile 

Frances Smallwood, Huntsville 

Cindy Camp, Piedmont 

Lynn Nakamoto, Hawaii 

Roz Kia, Hawaii 

Kathleen Lamb, North Carolina 

Stacy Lawrence, Florida 

Sandy Peplinski, Wisconsin 

Katherine Block, Wisconsin* 

Steve Smart, Wisconsin 

Stephanie Kerkvliet, Wisconsin 

Nicole Kulick, South Carolina 

Janet Whitlock, Georgia 

Sereta Campbell, Tuscaloosa* 

Thai Morris, Georgia 

Lynne Lumsden, Washington* 

Tim Mumm, Wisconsin 

Patrick Galasso, Vermont 

Kendra Keller, California* 

June Walatkiewicz, Michigan 

Melanie Blechl, Wisconsin 

Sara Miller, Wisconsin 

Jenn Ulschak, Tennessee 

Kathleen Lanker, California 

Debra Barash, Wisconsin 

Tera Cater Vorpahl, Wisconsin  

Julayne Feilbach, New York 

Sue Gudenkauf, Wisconsin 

Tamera Fuerst, Wisconsin   

Rhiannon Sykes-Chavez, New Mexico 

Roger Williams, South Carolina* 

Denise Kirby, Pennsylvania 

Darlene Baird, Hawaii 

Stacy Magill, Missouri 

Camilla Barrett, Missouri 

Angela Scruggs, Tennessee 

Andrea Nelson, Oregon 

Michael Klyn, California 

Cali Luckett, Texas 

Mariah Wojdacz, Georgia 

David Payne, North Carolina 

Amber Mullett, Wisconsin 

Nancy Pfanner, Texas 

Jennifer Janney, Delware 

Stacie Bickel, Missouri 

Tomina Schwenke, Georgia 

Bethany Batson, Tennessee 

Karena Poupard, North Carolina 

Tracy Kleppe, Wisconsin 

Rebecca De Santis, New Mexico 

Nicole Keeler, Wisconsin 

Sarah Biello, Washington, D.C. 

Scottie Allen, Wisconsin 

Maria Kielma, Wisconsin 

Erin Salmon, Georgia 

Andrea Ginn, New Mexico 

Carol Goeldner, Wisconsin 

Susan Faltinson, Colorado 

Crystal Bean, Arizona 

Mistie Owens, Utah   

Claire Alexander, Minnesota 

Amanda Gilderman, Minnesota 

Jolleen Hudson, Washington State 

Melissa Marsh, Minnesota 

Bridget Sabatke, Minnesota 

Adrienne Bodisch, Pennsylvania 

Beth Moss, Tennessee  

Jasmine Lowe, Georgia  

Pam Hill, Georgia 

Lori Erwin, Georgia 

Jenae Hanson, Minnesota 

Katherine Anderson, Tuscaloosa 

Christina Healy, Oregon 

Becky Lukkason, Minnesota 

Leia Sparks, Wisconsin 

Roxanna Sylvia, Massachusetts 

LaShawnda Lowe, Georgia 

Leia Sparks, Wisconsin 

Jamie Garrison, Wisconsin*  

Deb Walker, Georgia 

Tara Tobin-Rogers, New York 

Leah Rushing, Georgia 

Keshia Farrand, Huntsville 

Milcic, Lori, Pennsylvania 

Shawn Vriezen, Minnesota   

Kathleen Drerup, Texas 

Melody Fico, Utah 

Emily Engel, Minnesota 

 

technique for assessing spoken language communication 

skills. SLPI interviews are recorded and subsequently 

rated independently by SLPI raters. The basis for ratings 

is the SLPI Rating Scale, a standard scale based on the 

sign language communication skills of highly skilled, 

knowledgeable native/native-like signers. The SLPI is 

used to assess how well people are able to use sign  

language for communication, and to aid in development 

of sign language skills. 

The department utilizes the SLPI as a method of  

assessing sign language competencies for the purpose of 

hiring individuals to work within the Office of Deaf  

Services and as a measurement for hiring by the commu-

nity mental health centers and service providers as  

determined by policy or community mental health center 

standards.  The department also partners with Troy  

University’s Interpreter Training Program and provides 

SLPIs for students entering and exiting the program as 

well as assists with other sister agencies and members of 

the community who need a SLPI score for  

employment.  Over the years, the department has  

contributed to the national policies, standards, and  

assessment tools that are utilized by the national SLPI 

team headquarter in Rochester, New York.      

New Staff Trained In SLPI 

Sign Language Proficiency Interview training for new staff was 

held December 6—8 in Montgomery. The class, taught by  

Shannon Reese and Charlene Crump, was attended by Amanda 

Somdal, Jennifer Kuyrkendall, Miranda Nichols, Jag Dawadi, 

Keshia Farrand, and intern LaShawnda Lowe  

The Sign Language Proficiency Interview (SLPI) involves a one-

to-one conversation in sign language between an interviewer 

and candidate/interviewee. Interview content varies according 

to the background, job responsibilities, schooling, and other 

interests of each SLPI candidate/interviewee.  The SLPI was 

adapted by Bill Newell and Frank Caccamise from the  

Language/Oral Proficiency Interview (L/OPI), an interview  
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Central Office 

Steve Hamerdinger, Director, Deaf Services 

Steve.Hamerdinger@mh.alabama.gov  
Office: (334) 239-3558 

Text: (334) 652-3783 

 

Charlene Crump, State Coordinator  

Communication Access 

Charlene.Crump@mh.alabama.gov  

Office: (334) 353-7415  

Cell: (334)324-1972 

 

Shannon Reese, Service Coordinator 

Shannon.Reese@mh.alabama.gov  

VP: (334) 239-3780 

Text: (334)-294-0821 

 

Joyce Carvana, Administrative Assistant 

Joyce.Carvana@mh.alabama.gov 

Main Number: (334) 353-4703    

FAX: (334) 242-3025 

Region I 

Kim Thornsberry, Therapist 

Kim.Thornsberry@mh.alabma.gov 

WellStone Behavioral Health 

4040 South Memorial Pkwy 

Huntsville, AL 35802 

Office: (256) 217-4308 

Text: (256) 665-2821 

 

Keshia Farrand, Regional Interpreter 

Keshia.Farrand@mh.alabama.gov   

Cell: (256) 929-9208  

Region II 

Kent Schafer, Psychologist/Therapist 

(See Bryce based) 

 

Sereta Campbell, Regional Interpreter 

Sereta.Campbell@mh.alabama.gov  

Bryce Psychiatric Hospital 

1651 Ruby Tyler Parkway 

Tuscaloosa, AL 35404 

Cell: (334) 328-7548  

Region III 

Jag Dawadi, Therapist 

Jag.Dawadi@mh.alabama.gov 

Region III DD office 

3280 Dauphin Street, Building B, Suite 100 

Mobile, AL 36606 

Office: (251) 234-6038 

Text: (251) 721-2604 
 

Lee Stoutamire, Regional Interpreter 

Lee.Stoutamire@mh.alabama.gov   

AltaPointe Health Systems  

501 Bishop Lane N.  Mobile, AL 36608 

Office: (251) 461-3447 

VP: (251) 281-2258 

Region IV 

Amanda Somdal, Therapist 

Montgomery Area Mental Health Authority 

2140 Upper Wetumka Road 

Montgomery, AL 36107 

Cell: (334) 430-2449 

 

Brian McKenny, Regional Interpreter 

Brian.Mckenny@mh.alabama.gov  

P.O. Box 301410  

Montgomery Alabama 36130 

Cell: (334) 462-8289  

Region V 

Miranda Nichols, Therapist  

Miranda.Nichols@mh.alabama.gov 

JBS Mental Health Authority 

604 27th Street South 

Birmingham, Alabama  35233 

Text: (334) 324-4066 

 

Katherine Anderson, Regional Interpreter 

Katherine.Anderson@mh.alabama.gov 

11 West Oxmoor Road, Suite 210 

Birmingham, AL 35209 

Office: (205) 409-4858 

Bryce Based 

Kent Schafer, Statewide Psychologist 

Bryce Psychiatric Hospital 

1651 Ruby Tyler Parkway 

Tuscaloosa, AL 35404 
Kent.Schafer@mh.alabama.gov 

Office: (205) 409-4858  

 

Jennifer Kuyrkendall, Interpreter  

Jennifer.Kuyrkendall@mh.aabama.gov  

Office: 205-507-8494  

Cell/Text: 334-303-0411  

 

Recruiting: Mental Health Interpreter I 

 

Recruiting: Communication Specialist 

DEAF SERVICES DIRECTORY 
Alabama Department of  Mental Health  

(Mailing Address) P.O. Box 301410  

(Physical Address)  100 North Union Street,  Montgomery ,Alabama 36130 
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